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These guidelines are influenced by a 1988 article by David Huron, “Error Categories, Detection, 
and Reduction in a Musical Database”, and by the section on “Optical Recognition” in the 
CCARH’s Computing in Musicology, vol. 9 (1994). Helpful comments came from Eleanor 
Selfridge-Field (CCARH), Tim Crawford (City University, London), and Michael Good 
(Recordare) in response to my request for guidelines. Eric Isaacson gave me useful feedback on 
an earlier version of this document. 
 
We assume the scores in question are of Western art-tradition music. 
 

1. Reference Points 

The point of reference should always be the “best” edition available, where “best” means, 
normally, the most recent Urtext; in any case, the edition should be one that clearly distinguishes 
editorial additions from what the composer wrote. 
 

2. Completeness 

Everything in the score other than editorial additions should be encoded. As well, any editorial 
additions—especially accidentals—that are obviously just correcting mistakes by the composer 
(or publisher) should be encoded. What to do with other editorial markings is yet to be decided. 
In any case, the encoding policy actually used should itself be encoded in metadata for each 
score. (This is item 0.2 in Byrd, D., & Isaacson, E. (2003), A Music Representation Requirement 
Specification for Academia, Computer Music Journal 27, no. 4; it’s also supported by our 
primary representation, MusicXML.) 
 

3. Voice Structure and Playback vs. Appearance 

The file should play back correctly as well as look right. It should also have a voice structure that 
makes musical sense, at least when the music has clearly-defined voices. To take a simple 
example, every note of the soprano of a fugue should be encoded in the same voice. A less simple 
but still clearcut example is that, with very rare exceptions, slurs should stay within a single 
voice. But in some music, especially keyboard music, and most especially piano music from 
Beethoven on, it may be unclear what the best structure is, or impractical to use it. And different 
people will have different standards of practicality. For example, m. 7 of the MusicXML sample 
score BrahWiMeSample.xml (Brahms’ song “Wie Melodien zieht es mir”, Op. 105 no. 1) 
contains a slur that starts in one voice and ends in another, though the correct voicing is 
reasonably clear and the music not very complex (cf. e-mail discussion of early March 2004). 
This case seems within the bounds of what we’d consider practical to handle elegantly, so we 
would probably not be happy with the encoding of the MusicXML sample. 
 



4. Error Rate 

What an acceptable error rate is is a complex question. Huron’s article discusses what an 
acceptable error rate is from the standpoint of music analysis, and considers how to achieve such 
a rate, but he considers notes almost exclusively. We’re concerned with a much wider range of 
uses than just music analysis, and we care much more about symbols other than notes, so his 
conclusions should be interpreted with caution. 
 
Sounding pitches and, to a lesser extent, durations of notes are clearly the most important thing in 
a score, so fewer errors are acceptable for them than for other aspects of the score. But even the 
question of how to compute the error rate is by no means trivial; cf. discussion of this and the 
more general question of how to assess the quality of the encoding of a given piece of music in 
the Optical Recognition section of Computing in Musicology 9, pp. 138-140. For our purposes, 
the fairest method seems to be: 
 
* For note pitch, deduct the number of spurious (extra) “notes” from the number encoded 
correctly before computing the error rate by dividing by the number there should be. For note 
duration, do the same. 
 
* For other symbols, including rests, deduct the number of spurious symbols from the number 
encoded correctly before computing the error rate. (Ignore clefs and key signatures at the left end 
of each system, except for those at the very beginning of a piece or movement: of course, all 
others are solely for the performer’s convenience and carry no information.) 
 
For example, assume a page of music contains 500 notes and 100 other symbols, not counting 
“convenience” clefs and key signatures. A certain encoding of that page actually contains 500 
notes, but 5 are spurious; of the 495 others, 490 have the correct pitch, and 480 the correct 
duration. The non-error rate for note pitch is then (490-5)/500 = 97%; for duration, (480-5)/500 = 
95%. The same encoding contains 98 other symbols, of which 4 are spurious; of the 94 others, 92 
are correct. So the non-error rate for other symbols is (92-4)/100 = 88%. Thus, the error rate for 
note pitch is 3%; for duration, 5%; and for other symbols, 12%. This is a very poor encoding! 
 
It may actually be helpful to think of limits in terms of errors per page of music. Pages of 
keyboard music by Bach, Mozart, Mendelssohn, and Ravel we looked at varied from about 310 to 
620 notes per page. For music in general, the number of miscellaneous symbols per page varies 
wildly, from few—mostly rests and ties—for most baroque and earlier music to very large for 
many late romantic and 20th-century composers. 
 
a. For note sounding pitches, let’s assume for now that the limit is 0.2 percent; for durations, 0.5 
percent. In other words, 99.8 percent of the notes must have the correct sounding pitch (but not 
necessarily spelling), and 99.5 percent the correct duration. 
 
b. For everything else in the score, an error rate of 1 percent should be acceptable. 
 
To summarize, assuming 500 notes and 100 other symbols per page: 
 

Error type Rate Max/page 
Note pitches 0.2% 1 
Note durations 0.5% 2-3 
Other symbols 1.0% 1 

 



 

5. Postscriptum: Practical Quality Control 

Using a collection of 100 hymns in his Humdrum/kern encoding, Huron examined four methods 
of error detection—manual proof-reading, double entry, programmed syntactic checking, and 
programmed heuristics—and concluded that double entry was by far the most effective and 
manual proof-reading, despite its popularity, the least effective. This is quite plausible, especially 
if the same person does the original entry and the proof-reading, and if proof-hearing (which 
Huron did not study) is not also done. In fact, one of Recordare’s main quality-control procedures 
is to have somebody other than the person who encoded the music proof-read and proof-listen to 
it. 
 
Of course, how time-consuming a method is is also a consideration. Programmed methods 
obviously have a great advantage here in that, once developed, they can be applied at almost no 
cost per score. 
 
Huron also points out the possibility of reducing errors further by repeating a given method 
(though this will clearly accomplish nothing with programmed methods!) or by combining two or 
more methods. 
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